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ABSTRACT. The angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) insertion 
(I)/deletion (D) polymorphism could influence predisposition for diabetic 
nephropathy (DN) by vascular modulation in the kidney, through a direct 
effect on cellular hypertrophy. However, studies on the association between 
this polymorphism and DN report conflicting results. To help determine if 
this association exists, we conducted a meta-analysis. Published studies until 
2018 were researched from electronic databases PubMed/NCBI and 
Cochrane Library. Thirty studies including 4,774 DN cases and 4,357 
individuals without DN were included in this meta-analysis. Extraction of 
data from all eligible publications was performed by two investigators 
independently, according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. We used the 
statistical software “R” by the overall odds ratio (OR) with a 95% 
confidence interval  to evaluate the association of ACE I/D polymorphism 
with a possible risk towards DN development. We included various genetic 
model analyses, sensitivity analyses, and assessments of bias in our meta-
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analysis. We found a significant association for ACE I/D polymorphism; the 
D allele is a predisposing factor for DN in diabetic patients. The risk for 
development of diabetes complications, such as DN, is highly complex and 
could be considered multifactorial. In summary, our meta-analysis shows 
that the ACE I/D polymorphism is associated with susceptibility to DN. 
 
Key words: ACE I/D polymorphism; Diabetic nephropathy; Genetic association; 
Systematic reviews; Meta-analysis 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Diabetic nephropathy (DN) is a multifactorial and polygenic complication of diabetes 

mellitus (DM) progression. It is characterized by a microvascular complication of the kidney, 
weakening of the glomerular basement membrane, decreased numbers of podocytes, reduced 
glomerulus function, and tubulointerstitial fibrosis, resulting in an increase of proteins excreted 
through urine, mainly albumin, and progressive loss of kidney function. A cumulative incidence 
of DN in the last 10 years has been observed, mainly in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus 
(T2DM), being an important cause of morbidity and mortality among these individuals (Luo et 
al., 2013; ADA, 2018). DN occurs in family groups; thus genetic factors have been investigated 
to elucidate susceptibility to development of this disease (Doi et al., 1996). 

 The angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) gene, located on chromosome 17, expressed 
in a vast variety of tissues, including lungs, vascular endothelium, kidney, heart and testicles, has 
been the object of studies as an important regulator of blood pressure and kidney electrolyte 
homeostasis through the renin-angiotensin system (RAS) (Freathy et al., 2006). The RAS is able 
to contribute significantly to hemodynamic stability through blood pressure regulation, fluid 
homeostasis, glucose and electrolyte metabolism, and in the modulation of cell growth and 
proliferation of various tissues (Ahluwalia et al., 2009).  

Changes in blood pressure levels linked to chronic diabetic hyperglycemia adversely 
affect nephrons, which may present sclerosis by a direct effect on cellular hypertrophy, 
influencing proliferation and rupture of the extracellular matrix (Kennon et al., 1999; Tomino et 
al., 1999), generating a predisposition to DN by kidney vascular modulation. Various studies 
indicate that the genes involved in this RAS are highly polymorphic and most DNA variants 
result in inefficient hemodynamic stability. 

It is known that ACE I/D polymorphism (rs1799752), caused by insertion (I allele) or 
deletion (D allele) of 287bp in intron 16, causes instability of RAS and dysregulates micro and 
macrocirculation and kidney electrolytic homeostasis (Pereira et al., 2003). Around 1995 the 
first reports appeared of the ACE Insertion (I) / Deletion (D) polymorphism, related to three 
possible genotypes (wild I/I, heterozygous I/D and mutant D/D) (Schmidt et al., 1995, Fujisawa 
et al., 1995, Mizuiri et al., 1995). The variants of this polymorphism reflect different levels of 
serum ACE in healthy individuals, therefore suggesting that the ACE gene plays a significant 
role in the pathogenesis of essential hypertension, resulting in increased intraglomerular pressure 
and decreased kidney function (Pereira et al., 2003). 

 The severity of DN is related not only to exposure time, but also to the success of 
disease control, associated risk factors, and comorbidities involved (Higgins et al., 2008). 
Genomic variations in populations play a fundamental role in the natural selection of the most 
advantageous genotypes in a given ecological condition; therefore, these characteristics 
distributed to their descendants become increasingly heterogeneous, making it difficult to 
associate genetic factors with the development of chronic diseases, such as DN (Arnett et al., 
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2018). The aim of our study was to investigate whether ACE I/D polymorphism is associated 
with DN risk. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Protocol and Search  
 
 The search protocol was deposited in PROSPERO (CRD42018083792) published 

January 10, 2018. The following search terms were used: “polymorphism” AND “ACE gene” 
AND “diabetic nephropathy”.     

Information Sources  
 
 The research was done in three stages from July 2017 to May 2018.  First, a search was 

made using words and terms that define the article. Secondly, all the key-words and terms were 
identified in electronic bibliographic databases National Center for Biotechnology Information 
(NCBI/PubMed) and Cochrane Library. Third, the reference lists of selected studies were also 
checked for other potentially relevant studies. 

Eligibility Criteria 
 
 For this study we considered case-controlled-studies published and not published (Grey 

literature), without language restriction, from 1995 to 2018. Information was carefully extracted 
from all eligible publications independently by two of the investigators, according to the 
inclusion criteria: a) studies with human beings; b) adults and ethnicities all of the countries; c) 
individuals diagnosed with T2DM according to the World Health Organization (WHO); d) all 
participants in the studies should have been evaluated for kidney function, through the rate of 
albumin excretion and glomerular filtration rate, following the reference values: 
microalbuminuria between 20-200 μg / min or 30-300 mg per 24 h; macroalbuminuria ≥ 300 mg 
/ 24 hours with persistent proteinuria greater than 500 mg / 24 h; Glomerular filtration rate 
(GFR) ≤ 60 mL/min/ 1.73 m2; e) minimum time of 3 years of diagnosis of T2DM for both 
groups to be analyzed; f) genotype of the ACE polymorphism  (I/I, I/D and D/D); g) molecular 
analysis of the polymorphism detected by the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) technique. 

 After the search, all quotes were linked and loaded in library software Mendeley and 
duplicates removed. The titles and abstracts were selected by two independent reviewers 
(L.C.S.) and (E.G.S.) for assessment in relation to the inclusion criteria recovered in their 
entirety and their details were included  in The System for the Unified Management, Assessment 
and Review of Information (SUMARI) the Joanna Briggs Institute's (JBI) software for the 
systematic review of literature. Full-text articles were saved and evaluated in detail in relation to 
the inclusion criteria being submitted to a critical assessment. The results of the research are 
fully reported and presented in the flow diagram PRISMA. Any disagreement between reviewers 
was resolved by discussion with a third coauthor. 

Statistical analysis 
 
 For the application of a more adequate meta-analytical model and obtaining the 

combined estimate, its variance and confidence intervals, consideration should be given to the 
classification of statistical tests. The I2 test was used to estimate the proportion of total 
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variability in percentages attributed to heterogeneity other than that due to chance. Data were 
pooled according to level of between-study heterogeneity, using the following strategy: I2 <25%, 
fixed effects meta-analysis to estimate the common prevalence (CI-95%), assuming that all or 
most between-study variability is due to chance; I2 25-75%, random effects meta-analysis to 
estimate the average prevalence (CI-95%); I2 >75%, heterogeneity too great for summary 
estimate to be calculated. RStúdio® software was used to assemble the results of included 
studies. 

RESULTS  
 
After the initial search, 2310 studies were reviewed based on the title and abstract. Of 

these, 637 were removed as duplicates, 1557 excluded because they did not meet any inclusion 
criteria (not an original investigation, not observational design, not in humans, not in adults), 
116 were recovered as full- text. After reading the texts, 83 studies were of the cohort type or did 
not present methodologies with outcomes that were relevant to our study, 33 studies were 
included in the qualitative synthesis for evaluation of methodological quality (Table 1), after 
assessment thre studies were excluded because they did not present the score determined by the 
authors for quality (1 study presented the time of exposure different for control group and for the 
case group, two other studies presented confounding factors, not allowing to the standardized 
quality evaluation, validity and reliable methodological system), 30 studies were included for 
quantitative synthesis (meta-analysis) (Figure 1). In the study of Parchawani et al. (2014), two 
different communities were evaluated (Ahri community and Rabari community), duplicating the 
results in A and B for the same reference.  

 

 
Figure 1.  Flowchart of database searching and the record screening process. 
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Table 1. Assessment of methodological quality of the studies. 
 

CITATION  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 
1.Fujisawa 1995 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
2.Mizuiri 1995 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
3.Panagiotopoulos 1995 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
4. Doi 1996 Y Y Y Y N N N U Y Y 
5.Ringel 1997 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
6.Schimidt 1997 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
7.Grzeszczak 1998 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
8.Hanyu 1998 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
9.Tomino 1999 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
10.Solini 1999 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
11.Taniwaki 2001 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
12.Viswanathan 2001 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
13.Arzu 2004 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
14.Prasad 2006 Y Y Y Y N N N Y Y Y 
15.Ng 2006 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
16.Nikzamir  2006 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
17.Uddin 2007 Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y 
18.Arfa 2008 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
19.Ezzidi 2009 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
20.Ahluwalia 2009 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
21.Palomo-Pinon 2009 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
22.El-Bazz 2011  Y Y Y U U N N Y Y U 
23.Al-Harbi 2011 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
24.Felehgari 2011 Y Y Y N Y N N Y N Y 
25.Vashrambhai 2011 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
26.Pacheco 2012 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
27.El-Baz 2012 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
28.Shaikh 2012 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
29.Bhaskar  2013 Y Y Y U Y N N Y Y Y 
30.Shaker 2014 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
31-A.Parchwani  2014 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
31-B.Parchwani  2014 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
32.Sancakdar 2015 Y Y Y U Y N N N Y Y 
33.Fawwaz 2017 Y Y Y Y Y N N Y Y Y 
%  100% 100% 100% 88% 90% 6% 0% 94% 97% 97% 

Y=yes, N=no, U=unclear. 
Question 1. Were the groups comparable other than the presence of disease in cases or the absence of disease in controls? 
Question 2. Were cases and controls matched appropriately?    
Question 3. Wer the same criteria used for the identification of cases and controls?  
Question 4. Was exposure measured in a standard, valid and reliable way?  
Question 5. Was exposure measured in the same way for cases and controls?   
Question 6. Wer confounding factors identified?      
Question 7. Wer strategies to deal with confounding factors stated?    
Question 8. Wer outcomes assessed in a standard, valid and reliable way for cases and controls 
Question 9. Was the exposure period of interest long enough to be meaningful?  
Question 10. Was an appropriate statistical analysis used? 

 
In this meta-analysis, a total of 9131 patients with T2DM were genotyped, being 4774 

(52.3%) individuals with DN and 4357 (47.7%) individuals without DN. The genotypes for each 
group, presented  I/I (23.6%), I/D (45.8%) and D/D (30.6%) for the case group, and I/I (28.6%), 
I/D (46.4%) and D/D (25%) for the control group. For the individuals of the case group and 
control group the genotype I/D had a greater prevalence with 45.8 and 46.4% respectively. 

 In the demographic characteristics, when comparing the case and control groups in 
relation to gender, the case group consisted of 4136 individuals (2235 males and 1901 females), 
the mean age being 58.34 ± 4.18 and a predominance of males (54.04%). The control group 
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consisted of 3,834 individuals (1813 males and 2021 females), the mean age of the patients was 
58.52 ± 3.71 and the women predominated in the group (52.7%). The statistical analysis of the 
distribution by gender presented significant differences, indicating that there is heterogeneity 
between the groups studied. When age was observed, the groups did not present significant 
differences, indicating homogeneity between them.  

 The Test for Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium showed that in the case group with 4774 
subjects; the frequency of the mutant D allele was 54% and the wild-type I allele was 46%. 

The control group with 4,357 individuals had the wild-type I allele in 52% and the 
mutant D allele with 48%. 

 The graphs in the meta-analysis are forest-plot. In this context, two graphs were 
generated and there no association was found between ACE I/D polymorphism and DN, but an 
association of polymorphism D/D with DN was found.  The forest-plot for genotype I/D with 
and without DN showed heterogeneity: I2 59%; P < 0.01; OR=0.97; CI- 95% = [0.84; 1.12] 
(Figure 2) and for the genotype D/D with and without DN showed heterogeneity: I2 69%; P < 
0.01; OR=1.54; CI- 95% = [1.27; 1.86] (Figure 3).  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Forest-plot and funnel-plot for the genotype I/D. Odds ratio (OR) and confidence interval of 95% (CI- 
95%) with lower and upper limits, with the I2 test of heterogeneity use of the DerSimonian-Laird test. 
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Figure 3. Forest-plot and funnel-plot for the genotype D/D. Odds ratio (OR) and confidence interval of 95% (CI-  
95%) with lower and upper limits, with the I2 test of heterogeneity use of the DerSimonian-Laird test. 

DISCUSSION 
 
Numerous investigations into the potential role of the ACE gene involved in 

susceptibility to DN were made in the last decades; but the results are still controversial. 
Previous meta-analyses (Fujisawa et al., 1998; Young et al., 1998; Viana et al., 2012; Luo et 
al., 2013) have tried to reconcile these findings; however, by attempting to draw 
conclusions with limited data they were particularly impaired when examining specific 
subgroups of patients. 

Since 1992 (Cambien et al., 1992) the D/D genotype, which denotes homozygous 
deletion of this 287 bp, has been found to be associated with a significantly higher risk of 
developing chronic diseases, such as cardiovascular metabolic diseases and, mainly T2DM. 
This polymorphism was associated with DN, a progression of T2DM, due to its role in the 
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implication of pathological mechanisms through alteration of endothelial β cells, oxidative 
stress, and renal microvascular complications (Panagiotoupolos et al., 1995). 

Onset and progression to DN have been investigated in various ethnic groups with 
inconsistent results. Rahimi (2012) suggested that ethnicity is one of the most important 
factors, which determines the role of ACE polymorphism in the susceptibility to DN. 
Moreover, different regions of the world showed a contradictory frequency distribution of 
the mutant D allele in T2DM patients who developed DN complication (Bhaskar et al., 
2013). The articles are inconclusive in all populations studied for the genotypic association 
of ACE I/D polymorphism and DN, but in allelic frequency analysis shown a strong 
association of the D allele with diabetic proteinuria in T2DM linked DN (Doi et al., 1996; 
Ohno et al., 1996, Yoshida et al., 1996, Viswanathan et al., 2001).  

Ezzidi et al (2009) compared the effects of the ACE polymorphism (rs1799752) on 
the risk of DN. For this polymorphism, the D/D genotype was associated with a significant 
increase in albumin to creatinine ratios levels, and D/D carriers had elevated low-density 
lipoprotein, total cholesterol, and urea. These authors described that D allele is a DN-
predisposing factor (OR = 2.29, 95% CI =1.90–2.77). Moreover, the D allele was associated 
with increased serum ACE activity in relation to I allele. On the other hand,  the 
hyperglycemia affects the glomerular filtration rate (GFR) in diabetics with the DD 
genotype and it induces a GFR increase that correlates with ACE plasma levels (Ruggenenti 
et al., 2008).   

The D/D genotype was associated with albuminuria in females indicating a possible 
gender effect associated with the renal disease (Yoshida et al., 1996). Modulating the 
estradiol levels and menopause symptoms with genetic factors may influence in 
susceptibility of the disease (Nikzamir et al., 2006). Therefore, the treatment with estradiol 
decreases ACE activity (Palomo-Pinon et al., 2009) suggesting that estrogens may play an 
important role in attenuating the vascular and renal response to angiotensin II. Additionally, 
that hormone regulates the stimulatory effects of transforming growth factor – β1 (TGF- β1) 
to the process of apoptosis of mesangial cells, characteristic of renal progression in DN 
(Gallagher et al., 1999, He et al., 2007; Rogers et al., 2007).   

In our study, the case and control group showed a mean age compatible with the age 
of menopause onset, although the case group presented more males than the control group. 
In allelic frequency, the D allele is present in most nephropathy patients and is a minority in 
the normoalbuminuric patients, presenting 54% in the case group and 48% in the control 
group; it is a significant risk factor for the development of the disease, while allele I is a 
protective factor (Uddin et al., 2007). 

Biomarkers (Jha et al., 2013), including various detectable tubular proteins and 
enzymes due to the involvement of the tubules and the kidney interstitium, precede 
glomerular involvement and a drop in GFR, The increasingly common recognition of the 
kidney disease phenotype does not characterize albuminuric syndrome by isolated reduction 
of GFR, thus, their choice to diagnose DM for inclusion in normoalbuminuric groups is 
representative and reliable for the target population (Malta et al., 2010). 

Consequently, genotype I/I for the ACE polymorphism could be a reduced risk 
marker, meaning that patients are less likely to develop DN during the course of T2DM 
(Boright et al., 2005; Freathy et al., 2006; Bhaskar et al., 2013; Shaker et al., 2014; Mizuiri 
et al., 1995; Verlengia et al., 2014). Our study demonstrated that the D/D genotype 
evaluated separately is a marker for predicting the susceptibility to DN of T2DM carriers 
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even after adjustments for potential confounders, such as gender, age, and mainly duration 
of diabetes.  

 The lack of glycemic control in DM is presented as a metabolic risk factor for DN, 
since hyperglycemia contributes to glomerulosclerosis, interstitial fibrosis, and tubular 
atrophy. In addition, the contribution of the ACE  I/D polymorphism should be considered, 
as in other genes involved in important pathological mechanisms, which characterize the 
complication of DN as a polygenic disease (Potier et al., 2001). 

 It should be noted that the discrepancies in polymorphism association studies was 
due to several factors, including variations in the ethnic background of the cases and 
controls, the possible criteria of inclusion and exclusion of cases and lack of statistical 
power due to small sample sizes. Thus, undoubtedly, studies of genetic biomarkers 
contribute to the understanding of the pathophysiology of  DM, as well as providing support 
for strategies for prevention of onset (primary care), acute and chronic complications 
(secondary care) and rehabilitation or limitation of the disabilities produced by 
complications (tertiary care). 
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